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measurements required to be shown on the forms of requisition<are 
to be taken by the Postmaster or other local controlling officer. 
As a general rule, uniform is not supplied to message-boys at 
offices a'G which not more than two boys are employed unless the 
offices are on a main railway-line and the attendance of the boys 
at the railway-station is required. Overcoats and leggings are 
supplied to message-boys at all offices. Temporary officers employed 
in positions in which the permanent officers are in uniform are 
supplied with uniform if they are likely to be employed for an 
indefinite time. 

(b,) ]1'01' schedule of ovprcoats, supplied to, linemen and 
faultmen see form Stores 137, 

rrhe boots of postmen and message-boys in uniform must 
be black Messengers and supplied with uniform 
may wear straw hatR (not supplied by the Department)"~s part of 
the uniform during the summer months. 

(d.) The munerals supplied for the identification of postmen and 
message-boys are to be affixed to postmen's caps 'Bond to message
boys' satchels. 

(e.) A uniformed o'lficer may wear on his tunic a military-service 
decomtion. The wearing of unauthorized badgeR, such as fcrn-
leaves, football colours, is not permitted, 

(f.) When officers wearing uniform are engaged on duty indoors, 
the previous tunics should be worn. Messengers will be 
supplied with canva" aprons fot protecting their unifonns while 
cleaning and doing or,her work to soil the cloth. 

(g.) In the event of the promotion or resignation of rtll officer 
who is supplied with uniform, the tunic must be properly cleaned 
and repaired at a cleaning ei:\tablishment, at the discretion of 
the local eontrolling offieer, transferred to his successor if it will fit 

the Stores being at once a,elviseel. If it will not fit 
him, it must be sent to the Stores and requisition made 
in the usual way for a new tunic. In all cases, new inside bands 
must be sewn into caps or helmets, Trousers that have been worn 
are. not to be transferred. 
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